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circles  balls and rings
Name and type of
activity
Time
Foci of skills
development

Minimum language
required
Organisation
Materials
Cross-curricular links

Apple tree – game with a song
10 mins

 Understanding and singing a song
 Singing in time and in tune
 Keeping the rules when playing a game with others
 Understanding and accepting the feelings of others
The text of the song e.g.: apple, apple tree
Fruits that grow on trees (Extension)
Whole class
A real or a plastic apple
Another apple (Variation 2)
Music
Science

Description
Before the lesson:
Arrange the classroom to have enough space for playing the game.
Ask the Ls to sit in a circle. Give the apple to one of the Ls who starts passing it round while they are singing the
song. (It doesn’t matter which direction he/she chooses.)
Make sure that they are aware of the rules. They mustn’t keep or throw the apple. They have to place it to the Ls’
hands sitting next to them.
When the song ends, the L holding the apple is out of the game. In the end there are only two Ls passing the
apple.
Applaud the winner.

Source: Katalin Forrai: Music in Preschool 1988, Franklin Printing house, Budapest
Variation 1 for very active Ls
Those Ls who are out of the game can walk around the circle.
Ask the L who falls out to help you decide who the best singer of the song is, so that in the next round the best singer
can start passing the apple.
Variation 2 for large classes or those who are very familiar with the game
Give two apples to different Ls who are sitting well apart from each other to pass them round.
Extension
Collect other fruits that grow on trees and try to create new verses with them.
(e.g. pear tree, plum tree, lemon tree …)
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Name and type of
activity
Time
Foci of skills
development

Minimum language
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Organisation
Materials
Cross-curricular links

Kings and queens – ball game with a rhyme
10 mins

 Understanding and saying the rhyme
 Understanding and using language for a game
 Learning how to cooperate
 Keeping the rules when playing the game
The vocabulary of the rhyme, king, queen
Have you got the ball? Yes, I have/No, I haven’t.
Opposites (Extension)
Whole class
Paper crown, ball (better to use a soft or stuffed one)
Music
Sports and Games

Description
Ask the Ls to stand in a small circle with their shoulders touching.
Choose one L to stand in the middle and tell him/her to be the king or the queen. Put the paper crown on his/her
head.
Give the Ls a small ball and ask them to pass it round, behind their backs making sure that the L in the middle
couldn’t see it moving while saying the rhyme.
When the rhyme ends, the ball stops moving.
Tell the L in the middle that he/she has to find out who’s holding the ball by asking the question Have you got the
ball? The others have to answer Yes, I have. or No, I haven’t. The player has 3 guesses and then he/she can choose
the next king or queen.
Queenie, queenie,
Who’s got the ball?
Is she short or
Is she tall?
Is she fat or
Is she thin or
Is she like a rolling pin?
Variation for Ls who are not so confident in saying the rhyme
Before playing the game:
Ask Ls to act out the movements of the rhyme together with you.
(E.g. tall = arms stretch up in the air, short = squat down, fat = show a big tummy, thin = pull your shoulder closer
and make a flat tummy)
Extension
Ask the Ls to find more opposites (e.g. dark/ fair, chubby/skinny, small/big, young/ old) and complete the rhyme
with these pairs. If you start the rhyme with these new pairs you can keep the last two lines with ‘thin’, rhyming
with ‘rolling pin’.
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Organisation
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Cross-curricular links

Mice holes – competition with a song
10 mins

 Singing in time and in tune
 Pronouncing numbers forwards and backwards accurately
 Following the rules of a game
 Using body coordination and interaction
The vocabulary of the rhyme: little, brave, mice, holes
Numbers 1-10
Mouse, hole, house, houses
Whole class
Cardboard circles as mice holes (diameter 21cm, A4)
Hula hoops for each L, whistle (Variation 1)
Music in connection with mice, or party music (Extension 1)
Extra cardboard circles or the Ls’ exercise books (Extension 2)
Maths
Music
Sports and Games

Description
Before the lesson:
Cut out cardboard circles for each L.
Arrange the classroom to have enough room for the game.
Ask the Ls what the circles can be and elicit their ideas. Tell them they belong to tiny grey animals. Give them some
clues until they find out that these are mice holes.
Ask the Ls to imitate the sound and movements of the animal. Then, sing the song together to the tune of the song:
One little, two little, three little Indians….

Put the cardboard circles on the floor all around the classroom. Make sure that there is one circle less than the
number of the Ls.
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Tell them to walk around without stepping on the circles while singing the song together.
When you clap your hands, Ls have to hide in one of the ‘holes’ which means standing on it. Only one L can stand
on a circle and so one of the ‘mice’ won’t have a hole. This L is out of the game and he/she takes away one of the
holes before the next round.
Play the game until there are only two mice left with one hole. They are the winners!
Praise them together with the class.
Variation 1 for very active Ls / or classes with lots of boys
Take the Ls to the gym or the yard and use hula hoops for the game, which gives Ls the chance to run a lot. (You
might need to use a whistle!)
Variation 2 for bigger classes
Take away two holes at a time in each round.
Extension 1
At the end of the game the two winners arrange all of the cardboard circles into a huge hole. They invite the other
mice to have a party together in this big hole.
Ls: Come and have a party with us!
Put some music on in connection with mice or some party music. Ls dance in the middle of the circle. Enjoy the
party!
Extension 2
At the end of the game the Ls can keep a hole and design a mouse flat on them. If the cardboards holes are too
dirty or damaged to draw on, give them new ones or ask them to draw a hole in their exercise-books and design a
mouse flat in it.
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Ring on a string – guessing game (based on the Hungarian game and
the tune of the song: Csön-csön gyűrű …)
5–10 mins

 Understanding and singing a song
 Singing in time and in tune
 Keeping the rules when playing a game with others
 Understanding and accepting the feelings of others
Who would like the ring? I would.
The vocabulary of the song
Whole class
A piece of string (about 5-6 metres), a ring
Another ring (Variation)
Music

Description
Before the activity:
Put a ring on a long string and tie the ends of it. Ask the Ls to stand in a circle holding and stretching the string in
front of them so that it forms a circle.
Choose one L to stand in the middle and tell him/her to try to follow where the ring goes.
Ask the L in the middle to close his/her eyes (or use a blindfold) and ask the others:
T: Who would like the ring?
Ls: I would. Answer all those who volunteer.
Choose someone and pass the ring to him/her making sure nobody says his/her name.
When the L in the middle opens his/her eyes, the game starts.
Ls pass the ring round making sure that the L in the middle cannot see where it is going while the others are singing
the song.
When the song ends the ring stops moving. The L in the middle tries to find out who’s holding the ring by saying:
Show me your hands, Kate. She/he has 3 guesses and then she/he can choose the next L.
Go, go, ring, go!
Pass the ring on!
Silver, golden,
Old or modern,
Here it is,
There it is,
Guess the hand where it’s in!
Variation for large classes or those who are familiar with the game
Give two rings to different Ls who are standing well apart from each other to pass them round.
Extension
At the end of the song the L in the middle says: Show me your left/right hand, Tom. The other hand stays on the
string. (You double the choices and make the Ls practise left/right.)
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Name and type of
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Colour mass – mess – grouping objects
45 mins

 Understanding simple instructions and performing the - corresponding
actions

 Recognizing the connection between colours
 Describing their own drawings
 Appreciating the work of others
Minimum language
required

Organisation
Materials

Cross-curricular links

Colours: blue, red, yellow, green, purple, orange
Circle
Black, white (Variation 2)
Other topics that can be used with sets (Extension)
Frontal
3 coloured plastic circles and a butterfly clip (21 cm diameter),
white sheet of paper, worksheet and coloured pencils for each L,
coloured chalk
Maths
Art

Description
Before the lesson:
Cut out 3 different colour plastic circles (red, yellow and blue) and fasten them together with a butterfly clip so that
they form sets.

Ask the Ls to sit in a circle. Show them the red, blue, yellow plastic circles and elicit the names of the colours. Tell
them that you can make magic with these circles. Ask them in English or in Hungarian what happens when you
turn the red circle in front of the yellow one.
T: What colour will you see if I turn the red circle in front of the yellow one?
Ls: Red, yellow, black … or they find out and say orange.
Say ABRACADABRA and turn the red circle in front of the yellow one.
T: What colour is this?
Ls: Orange.
Practical advice: put a white sheet of paper behind the circles so that Ls see the colours properly.
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Make magic with the other circles as well.
T: What colour will you see if I turn the red circle in front of the blue one?
Ls: Blue, red, purple.
T: ABRACADABRA. What colour is this?
Ls: Purple.
T: What colour will you see if I turn the yellow circle in front of the blue one?
Ls: Yellow, blue, green…
T: ABRACADABRA. What colour is this?
Ls: Green.
Let them hold and turn the circles to make magic. Ask some volunteers to take the T’s role.
Tell them to sit back on their seats and give each of them a worksheet.

Draw the three circles as sets (like the ones on handouts) on the board. Ask them to draw a red line around circle
1. Demonstrate on the board using coloured chalk. Then do the same with circle 2 but this time ask them to use a
blue pencil.
Elicit what colour the segment is.
T: What colour is this area? What do you get if you mix red and blue?
Point to the segment on the board. Ls: Purple.
Ask them to colour the segment pale/faint purple. Demonstrate on the blackboard. Then make them draw a yellow
line around circle 3. Discuss the colour of the other two segments and colour them together one by one like before.
When they are ready with the colouring ask them to collect things which are red.
T: Tell me things that are red!
Ls: e.g: apple, strawberry, cherry… Ask them to draw one of these in the red circle (circle 1). Then collect things
which are orange and draw one of these in the orange segment. Let them finish this activity on their own, using
their own ideas to draw something in each segment of the sets.
When they are ready, tell them to sit in a circle with their worksheets and describe what is in their sets. If you have
enough time left in this lesson (or in the next one) teach new vocabulary.
Variation 1 for Ls who are not so confident in mixing colours and using sets
Give a worksheet with only one set of two circles using primary colours. E.g.: red and yellow, blue and yellow, blue
and red.
Ask them to collect and draw different objects into the segments.
T: What will you get if you mix red and blue? Ls: Purple.
T: Tell me things that can be purple! Ls: e.g.: grapes, flowers, …
Variation 2 for creative Ls who are interested in art
Give the Ls a worksheet with 2 sets of two circles to mix new colours and collect different objects into the segments.
E.g.: black and white, red and white
Extension
Choose other topics which can be used with sets. E.g.: animals that live in air, water and land; fruits and vegetables
that grow in the ground, on bushes and on trees.
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Time
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Logicoins – counting game
15 mins

 Understanding
actions

simple instructions performing the corresponding

 Experiencing the notion of value
 Using logical way of thinking to get different solutions
 Creating visual interpretations of different ideas in sums and subtractions
Minimum language
required
Organisation
Materials

Cross-curricular links

Numbers: 1, 2, 5, 10
Plus, minus, is, equals
Frontal work
Individual work
10 pieces of 1, 2, 5, 10 Ft coins and a box of matches for each L
Blank sheets of paper, coloured pencils (Variation 2)
Coins of foreign currencies (Extension)
Maths

Description
Before the lesson:
Ask Ls to bring 1, 2, 5 and 10 Forint coins (ten of each) and a box of matches.
Encourage Ls to make as many maths symbols as they can, using matches.
Elicit their meanings: plus +, minus -, equals =.
Ask Ls to pick up the appropriate coin you name and count how many coins they have of each value.
T: How many 1 Forint coins do you have? Ls: I have 10.
Dictate an easy addition as a start to get the value of one of the coins as a result.
T: One Forint plus two Forints plus two Forints equals …
Ls: 5 Forints.
Ls follow T’s instructions and use their coins and matches to form the addition on their desks. Dictate other
additions too.
Ask Ls to follow an easy subtraction.
T: 10 Forints minus 5 Forints equals 5 Forints.
When the Ls are familiar with using the coins and matches to create various additions and subtractions give them
a result and ask Ls how they can get it.
T: The result is 5 Forints. How can you get it?
Ls: 1 Forint plus 1 Forint plus 1Forint plus 1 Forint plus 1 Forint.
Elicit all the different ideas and call Ls’ attention to the fact that there are more solutions for only one result.
Variation 1 for Ls of special maths classes
Ask Ls to work in pairs and dictate as many maths operations as they can do within a given time limit. See if they
want to subtract and add at the same time.
Variation 2 for motivated Ls
Invite Ls to make additions or subtractions on their desks with their coins. Tell them to cover the coins with a blank
sheet of paper. Ask Ls to colour the paper thoroughly, so that they bring up the shape and the pattern of the coins.
Ask them to change their papers with their partners and figure out, and then draw the maths symbols between the
numbers.
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Extension 1
Ask Ls who have been abroad to bring small change in foreign currencies to school. (E.g.: cents, pence) Do the
same activity with these coins. Draw the Ls’ attention to get the same result by using any of the currencies.
Observe the coins of other countries and answer the Ls’ questions to give cultural background information. Listen
to their experiences abroad. (in Hungarian)
Extension 2
Before the lesson, figure out as many solutions as you can for this task. Draw a 3 x 3 ‘magic chart’ on the board and
write 3 numbers in it. Ask Ls to find numbers for the empty squares to get the same result vertically, horizontally
or even diagonally.
Praise them for every solution that works.
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Snack bar – preparing shape sandwiches
45 mins

 Understanding simple instructions and performing the corresponding
actions

 Guessing by tasting
 Pronouncing words accurately
 Experiencing the pleasure of creating something
Minimum language
required
Organisation

Materials

Cross-curricular links

Food vocabulary: vegetables, fruits
toothpick, plate, knife
Whole class
Two teams
Pair work (Variation 1)
Group work (Variation 2)
2 blindfolds, plates, chopping boards, aprons, dish towels, knives for
spreading butter/margarine for each L, toothpicks
Butter/margarine, ketchup, mayonnaise, buns, bread, crescent rolls, cold
cuts, sausages
Vegetables: tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, carrots, lettuce, hard-boiled
eggs, radishes, leeks…
Fruits: oranges, apples, pears, pineapples, bananas, raisins
(any other ingredients which are available in the shops depending on the
season) brought by Ls from home
Camera (Extension 1)
Video camera (Extension 2)
Crafts/Home Economics
Science

Description
Before the lesson:
Arrange the desks/tables of the classroom or the kitchen so that the Ls can work around them. Cut all the ingredients
(fruits, vegetables and bakery products) into slices and put some of them on plates and the necessary utensils onto
each table. Cover them with a dish towel. Make sure that the Ls can’t see the ingredients.
Before preparing the sandwiches play a tasting blindfold game in order to revise food vocabulary. Put the Ls
into two groups. Blindfold a volunteer from each group and make them stand with their backs to each other. Ask
another L to help you put the food pieces into the volunteers’ mouths. Make sure that the two volunteers taste at
exactly the same time. (Use E.g. T: Ready, steady, go! or One, two, three!) The first to say the name of the food
correctly in English wins a point for his/her group. Ask for new volunteers in each round. Play the game until you
have tasted everything. Praise the winners.
Ask the Ls to stand around the tables, in front of the chopping boards. Tell them that they are going to make special
sandwiches that look like vehicles or animals or other objects. Demonstrate how they can use the toothpicks e.g. to
fasten the wheels together. Elicit ideas what the Ls would like to prepare. Set a time limit in order to have enough
time for presentation. Ask them to make as many sandwiches as they can within the given time.
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When they are ready ask the Ls to describe their shape sandwiches.
T: What is this?
L1: A ship.
T: What is it made of?
L1: Bun, radish, egg, cucumber, margarine, lettuce and toothpicks.
Make a sandwich exhibition. Praise the Ls.
Practical advice: Before the lesson ask Ls to wash their hands and ask them to bring paper towels and table clothes
from home to the classroom.
Variation 1 for Ls who are not very confident in creating something on their own
Ask the Ls to choose a partner and let the pairs work together on the shape sandwiches. They can make as many
sandwiches as they can within the given time.
Variation 2 for Ls who are good at working in groups
Put the Ls in groups of 3-4 and inspire them to create something more difficult e.g. a bay with ships, a huge octopus,
an animal family, a traffic jam or other scenes.
Extension 1
Take photos of the shape sandwiches. Make a class cookery book using these photos. Ls can decorate the pages
with pictures of the ingredients and utensils they used.
Extension 2
Make only one sandwich in small groups for a show with the help of a video camera. Put the Ls in small groups.
Ask them to create a short video show. Tell them to name the ingredients and utensils and then demonstrate the
steps of the preparation. Watch the videos together.
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Bakery – baking cookies
45 mins

 Understanding simple instructions and performing the corresponding
actions

 Measuring accurately
 Learning how to cooperate
 Experiencing the cohesion of working together
Minimum language
required
Organisation
Materials

Cross-curricular links

Cup, teaspoon, bowl, margarine, egg, vanilla, sugar, brown sugar, flour,
(baking soda), salt, chocolate, to mix, to add, to taste, to eat
Whole class
Group work
A few ready made cookies, ingredients (see recipe below)
Kitchen utensils for each group: bowl, wooden spoon, cup,
4 teaspoons, 4 baking trays, 4 aprons, dish towels, oven
Blindfold (Variation 1)
Nuts, icing, dried fruits … (Variation 2)
Booklet for preparing a cookery book (Extension 1)
Little paper trays, cling film (Extension 2)
Culture (American recipe)
Maths
Crafts/Home Economics

Description
Before the lesson:
Arrange the desks/tables of the classroom or the kitchen so that the Ls can work in groups of 3 or 4. Put all the
ingredients and the necessary utensils for each group on their tables. Cut the sticks of margarine (250g) into two
halves and put one on each table.
Cover them with a dish towel. Make sure that they can’t see the ingredients.
Ask the Ls to stand around one of the tables. Show a ready made cookie to them and elicit the ingredients it could
contain. Each time they guess one of the ingredients correctly, take it out from under the dish towel.
When all the ingredients are taken out, ask Ls to form groups to prepare the cookies.
Tell them how to prepare the cookies step by step. Each step should be carried out by a different L.
Step 1:
T: Put the margarine into the bowl. Put half a teaspoon of vanilla in it. Break an egg and put it into the bowl. Mix
it well.
L1 in each group follows the instructions.
Step 2:
T: Put half a cup of sugar and a quarter cup of brown sugar in the bowl. Mix it well.
L2 in each group follows the instructions.
Step 3:
T: Add one and a quarter cups of flour, half a teaspoon of baking soda and half a teaspoon of salt and mix it well.
L3 in each group follows the instructions.
Step 4:
T: Break the bar of chocolate into little pieces and put it in the bowl. Mix it well.
L4 or any volunteer in smaller groups follows the instructions.
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Step 5:
All the Ls of the group can participate.
T: Grease the baking tray with margarine. Drop teaspoons of cookie dough onto the tray 5 cm far from each other.
Demonstrate.
Put the tray full of cookies into the oven for 8-10 minutes and bake them until they are light brown.
Ingredients: ½ cup of softened margarine
1 egg
½ teaspoon of vanilla extract
½ cup of sugar
¼ cup of brown sugar
1 ¼ cups of flour
½ teaspoon of baking soda
½ teaspoon of salt
½ cup of chocolate, broken into little pieces or M&Ms
Mix margarine, egg and vanilla in a bowl. Add sugar and brown sugar and beat until blended.
Add flour, baking soda and salt gradually and mix well. Stir in chocolate chips. Grease a baking tray and with the
help of a teaspoon put little cookie dough on it. Bake at 400 degrees for 8 to 10 minutes or until light brown.
Enjoy!
Practical advice: Before the lesson ask Ls to wash their hands and ask them to bring paper towels and table clothes
from home or the classroom.
Variation 1 for Ls who are not very confident with new vocabulary
Before baking the cookies play a blindfold game to let the Ls guess the ingredients which are in their original
packing.
Variation 2 for Ls who are experienced in cooking and baking
Ask Ls to decorate their cookies with nuts or/and icing, dried fruits …
Extension 1
Ask Ls to look for recipes of cookies. Make a class cookery book of what they collect. Decorate the book with
photos.
(See the activity STOLEN COOKIES – you can complete the cookery books.)
Extension 2
After creating cookies with different decorations ask the groups to select and arrange them on little paper trays and
cover them with cling film.
Ask Ls to put their paper trays in the ‘sweet shop’ on the T’s desk.
Play a shopping game.
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Find mine –guessing game
5 mins

 Practising basic vocabulary
 Understanding and saying the rhyme
 Building association between words and a corresponding shape
 Recognizing circle-shaped objects in our environment
Names of circle shaped objects e.g.: clock, eye, rubber, sun, wheel, flower
Is it the ...?
Yes, it is./No, it isn’t.
Names of square-shaped objects (Variation)
Shapes (Extension)
Frontal work
Whole class
Classroom objects e.g.: clock, vase, lamp
Personal objects e.g.: watch, rubber, buttons, glasses
Music
Science and Maths

Description
Ask the Ls to sit in a circle. Ask a volunteer to think of an object from the classroom and/or the outside world which
is circle-shaped. Ask him/her to whisper the name of the chosen object while the others are saying the rhyme. This
way the others can’t hear the word.
When the rhyme ends the guessing begins.
L1: Is it the clock?
L: No, it isn’t.
L2: Is it the rubber?
L: Yes, it is.
Whoever finds out the word can be the next one to think.
Circle, square, circle, square,
You can find them everywhere.
Big or small, no matter at all.
But can you guess the one of all?
Variation for creative Ls
Ask the Ls to find square-shaped objects in the surrounding environment and play the game with these words.
Extension
Ask the Ls to find any other shapes in the classroom and teach these as new vocabulary.
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Organisation
Materials
Cross-curricular links

Make a circle – action song
10 mins

 Understanding and singing a song
 Chanting and singing in time and in tune
 Learning how to cooperate
 Keeping the rules when playing a game with a partner
The vocabulary of the song: circle, sun, have some fun
Feelings e.g.: happy, sad, angry, bored, hungry (Extension1)
Rhyming circle-shaped pairs e.g: moon–balloon, clock-peacock, plate-cake,
disc-twist (Extension 2)
Simple instructions: Stand up, please. Line up, please.
(Extension 3)
Whole class
None
Music
Sports and Games

Description
Ask Ls to stay in their seats. Start singing the song to the tune of Clementine and walk around in the classroom.
When you are about to finish the song choose one of the Ls, take his/her hand and invite him/her to walk with
you.

Walk around together with the chosen L and sing the song again with the class. Encourage L1 to choose someone
from the class, like you, and invite him/her to join the chain. Then L2 choses another L to join the chain as the
song comes to an end..
Sing the song as many times as many Ls you have and ask all of them to get someone to join the chain one by one.
After the last L has joined in, sing the song for the last time and form a circle together.
Practical advice: This activity is useful to establish and intensify habits, and increase concentration.
Variation 1 for bigger classes
Tell the Ls to choose somebody from the group any time they wish while singing the song. This way you don’t have
to sing the song as many times as many Ls you have.
You can use this activity any time you need your Ls to form a circle.
Extension 1
This is a short song and its melody is easy to remember. Practise singing the song in different ways expressing
different kind of emotions in order to learn them. E.g. in a happy, sad, angry, bored, hungry … way.
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Extension 2
Help them to find rhyming pairs for circle-shaped objects and write new verses of the song.
E.g.: moon – balloon, clock-peacock, plate-cake, disc-twist, …
Make a circle…like the moon…. Then we all can blow balloons!
Make a circle… like a clock… Then we all can say click-clock/peacock!
Make a circle… like a plate… Then we all can have a cake!
Make a circle… like a disc… Then we all can dance the twist!
Extension 3
Try to write new verses with different instructions. This way later on you will be able to give instructions in an
enjoyable way, create a motivating, friendly atmosphere and establish habits with the help of the song.
E.g.: Line up, please. Sit down, please. Form groups. Check your homework.
Take a pencil, open your books,
Check your homework write some ticks.
Check your homework,
Check your homework,
Count your ticks,
No time for tricks!
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Pattern dictation – logical game
15 mins

 Understanding
actions

simple instructions performing the corresponding

 Sequencing items, using logical way of thinking
 Using aesthetic skills
 Learning patience
Minimum language
required

Organisation
Materials

Cross-curricular links

Shapes: circle, square, triangle
Adjectives: full, punched, small, big
Colours: red, blue, green, yellow
Numbers (1-12)
Frontal work
Pair work (Variation 1)
Ls’ maths kits, paper clocks for clock faces (21cm diameter)
Big and small hands for the clocks (Extension)
Butterfly clips (Extension)
Maths
Crafts (Extension)

Description
Before the lesson:
Copy and cut out a paper clock for each L .
Revise the different shapes and types of the maths kit. (e.g.: big, full, red triangle, or small punched yellow circle,
etc). Ask the Ls to sit in a circle. Put a paper clock and the pieces of a maths kit in the middle on the floor.
Ask Ls to put a certain shape on the paper clock to an appropriate number.
T: Put the small, full, green square onto number 4, please. A chosen volunteer follows the instruction.
T: Put the small, full, green triangle onto number 5, please. T chooses another volunteer to put it to the appropriate
place.
T: Put the small, full, green circle on to number 6, please.
T: Put the small, full, red square onto number 7, please.
Let the Ls use their logical way of thinking to guess the next shape for the next number, (Small, full, red triangle
onto number 8.) Ask someone to put it to the appropriate place. Help if necessary to find out the rest of the shapes
of the pattern.
Practical advice: Make sure that before the lesson you’ve prepared enough variations of patterns for the dictation.
Variation 1 for creative and confident Ls
Ask Ls to create their own pattern without dictation. Then let them work in pairs and dictate patterns to each
other.
Extension
Before the lesson:
Prepare big and small hands of clocks for all the Ls . Ask Ls to draw the silhouettes of the shapes to get a colourful
pattern. Fasten the two hands and prepare a clock to practise telling the time.

circles  senses	pattern dictation
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Name and type of
activity
Time
Foci of skills
development

Minimum language
required

Organisation
Materials

Cross-curricular links

School bag trip – board game (suggested after the SIGN PILE memory
game)
45 mins

 Understanding and using language for a game
 Pronouncing relevant vocabulary
 Building association between words and corresponding pictures
 Keeping the rules when playing a board game
School and traffic vocabulary: book, exercise book, ruler, rubber, pen, pencil,
pencil-case, pencil sharpener, scissors, school bag, straight, left, right, straight
and right, straight and left, stop, roundabout, school
Classroom language: It’s your turn. Miss a turn. Pick a card.
Other familiar topics e.g. ZOO, city (Extension)
Whole class
Group work
Big board (for presentation), boards for each group of four, traffic sign cards
(at least 6 sets for each group), pencil for each L, counters
Blank boards (Extension)
Science

Description
Before the lesson:
Arrange the classroom so that you have enough space to play the game. Prepare the board game.
Ask the Ls to sit in a circle and revise vocabulary of signs (straight, left, right, straight and right, straight and left,
stop, roundabout).
Put the big board into the middle of the circle and revise the relevant school vocabulary. Point to the pictures one
by one and ask the Ls to name the objects. Explain the rules of the board game (in English or in Hungarian).
T: You are at home (point to the red, green, yellow and blue squares). You have to get to school on foot and collect
all the 10 school objects on the way. When it’s your turn, you have to pick a card and move accordingly:
straight=one step forward, left=one step left, right=one step right, straight and right=one step forward or right,
straight and left=one step forward or left, stop=miss a turn,
roundabout=step in any direction they choose
If there’s no such square (e.g. they can’t turn left) they can’t move in that round.
When a L steps on a school object, he/she ticks it in his/her chart. If the L steps on an object he/she has already
ticked, it can’t be ticked again and the L waits for his/her next turn.
The winner is the group which gets its colour to school and collects all the 10 objects first.
Divide the class into four groups. Ask them to choose a colour as a counter for the group and play the game. Praise
the winners with the 10 school objects.
Variation 1 for fast finishers
Ls can play the board game backwards. After they reached school they can go home or to one of their friends’ by
throwing the die or they can collect an extra set of the school objects and practise plural with them.
Extension
Give a new topic to the Ls to prepare new board games with the same rules.
E.g. ZOO – collecting animals, CITY MAP – collecting buildings

circles  traffic	school bag trip
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Name and type of
activity
Time
Foci of skills
development

Minimum language
required

Organisation
Materials

Cross-curricular links

Sign pile-memory game
15 mins

 Recognizing the connections between signs and meaning
 Pronouncing new words accurately
 Learning how to cooperate
 Keeping the rules when playing the game
Circle shaped traffic signs (see below)
Vehicles
Numbers 1-14
Colours
Whole class
Two teams
2 sets of traffic sign flashcards, Blu-Tack, coloured chalk
Black and white worksheets with traffic signs (Extension)
Coloured pencils, scissors (Extension)
Science

Description
Revise the names of the circle shaped traffic signs with the help of the flashcards:
Stop, Bike Lane, No Pedestrians, No Right Turn, No Left Turn, Do Not Enter, No Hitch Hiking, No Trucks,
Straight Through Only, Right Turn Only, Left Turn Only, Roundabout, No U Turn, No Parking
Arrange the 2 sets of flashcards on the board in two groups, facing down on the board, by line and level so that you
can play a memory game. Number the cards on the board from 1 to 14 in each group.
Put the Ls in two groups and invite them to play a memory game.
T: First choose a number from the first set of cards!
L1 from group 1: Number 5. T turns card number 5 up.
T: What is the meaning of this card? L1: No Parking!
T: Now choose a number from the second set of cards!
L1: Number 10. T turns card number 10 up.
T: What is the meaning of this card? L1: Stop.
T: Are these pairs? L1: No.
L2 from group 2 then has a turn guessing.
Turn both cards back. If a group finds a pair, give them a score. Make sure they say the name of the signs aloud each
time you turn a card. Try to call out everybody from each group, but let them help each other.
Scoring:
Before the game ask the Ls to choose a colour for their group and the same vehicle for everybody. Draw a piece of
the chosen vehicle with the colour of the group on the board each time they find a pair. e.g.: If the chosen vehicle is
a bicycle, draw the parts of it after each lucky round. 1st step – a wheel, 2nd step – the other wheel…
The winner is the group whose vehicle is completed first.
Practical advice: Before the lesson it is advisable to arrange one set of cards (14 cards) or 14 pieces of Blu-Tack on
the board onto the places of the second set of cards to save time for the lesson.

circles  traffic
Variation 1 for Ls who are quick on the uptake or very interested in the topic
Play the same memory game with pairs having opposite meanings.
E.g.:
No Right Turn, No Left Turn
Left Turn Only, Right Turn Only
Bike Lane, No Bicycles
No Pedestrians, Pedestrian Crossing
Speed Limit Maximum, Speed Limit Minimum
Left/Straight Optional Lane, Right/ Straight Optional Lane
Extension
As a follow-up activity give the Ls a black and white worksheet with the traffic signs on it. Ask them to colour
them with the appropriate colours and to prepare their own sets of memory cards. On the next lesson let them play
in pairs.
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Name and type of
activity
Time
Foci of skills
development

Minimum language
required
Organisation
Materials
Cross-curricular links

Traffic lights – running game with a rhyme
10 mins

 Using colours to revise instructions of the rhyme
 Chanting in time and in tune
 Developing concentration
 Following rules
Colours: red, yellow, green
Frontal work
1 traffic lights sheet for the T, traffic lights sheets for each L as homework
Science
Crafts
Sports and Games

Description
Put your traffic lights sheet on the board and colour them with the Ls.
(Source: Pebbles 1 (Longman) by Gail Ellis and Penny Hancock)

Ask them to stand in a circle and say the rhyme showing the appropriate colours with movements.
Rhyme:
Movements:
The light is RED,
Stop, don’t step!
Get ready my fellow
Because it’s YELLOW.
Let’s go, it’s GREEN!
That’s the routine.

red: stand still/freeze

yellow: spring your knees, bend forward
green: run

circles  traffic
Explain the Ls that they can run around in the classroom when the light is green.
When the light turns red, Ls have to stop and say the appropriate lines of the rhyme.
If the light is yellow they get ready to run, also saying the next two lines. Show the appropriate colour while they
are doing the activity.
Hand out the blank traffic lights sheets and ask the Ls to cut and colour them as homework.
Variation for practising how to keep the rules
Explain the rules of the competition. When you say the word ‘red’ in the rhyme, Ls have to freeze. Ls can start
running when they hear the word ‘green’. The last Ls making the action or making it too soon are out of the
game.
Extension
On the next lesson when everyone has their own traffic lights put the Ls in two groups. 1 group stands with their
lights all over in the room. The others run around. Call out a colour. Ls stop in front of a classmate with his/her
traffic lights, and say the rhyme together. They can only run if it is green again. Swap groups.

circles  traffic
Name and type of
activity
Time
Foci of skills
development

Minimum language
required
Organisation
Materials
Cross-curricular links

Wheeeeeels – running game
10 mins

 Pronouncing words accurately
 Listening to match vehicles and wheels
 Following the rules of a game
 Quick interaction
Vehicles, wheel, wheels, numbers
Land, air, water (Extension 1)
Whole class
Flashcards for practising vocabulary, pictures with wheels, Blu-Tack
White sheet of papers and coloured pencils for each L (Extension2)
Sports and Games
Science

Description
Before the lesson:
Prepare three pictures: one with a wheel that is crossed out, a second one with two wheels and a third one with lots
of wheels.
Revise the vocabulary of vehicles with flashcards.
Put the three pictures with wheels on the board and discuss their meanings: crossed out wheel – vehicles without
wheels (e.g.: ship, helicopter, balloon) two wheels – vehicles with two wheels (e.g.: bicycle, motorbike, scooter) lots
of wheels – vehicles that have more than two wheels (e.g.: bus, lorry, plane, train). Ask the Ls to group the flashcards under the pictures according to how many wheels they have.
Tell the Ls that they are going to play a running game. Put the three pictures with wheels on the wall of the classroom far from each other. Name a vehicle and ask the Ls to run to the appropriate picture. The last L to get there is
out of the game. He/she will name the next vehicle.
Carry on this way in each round until there’s only one L left. Praise the winner.
T: Ship! Ls run to the picture where the wheel is crossed out.
L1: Bicycle! Ls run to the picture with two wheels.
L2: Bus! Ls run to the picture with lots of wheels.
Variation for very small classrooms or big classes
Ls stay on their seats. They stand up when the vehicles have no wheels, stay sitting or sit down when the vehicles
have two wheels, and crouch down when the vehicles have more than two wheels. Play it as a competition. The last
L is out of the game.
Extension 1
Teach new vocabulary: air, water and land. Ask the Ls to work on the board and group the flashcards according to
where the means of transport can be found.
Play the running game where ‘land’ is the top of the desks, ‘air’ is the window (or windows) and ‘water’ is a small
area in the classroom where the Ls can sit down together on the floor.
All the other rules are the same.
Practical idea: Elicit ideas for new places and use them in the game. E.g.: ‘air’ = standing on top of the desk or
standing on a chair, ‘water’ = lying on a chair imitating swimming, …
Extension 2
Ask the Ls to design their own vehicles which they think people will use in the future.

